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Board Member Martinez
Plans To Leave Regents
By Steve Shoup
Phillip Martinez, a member of the
University of New Mexico Board of
Regents, said Tuesday he will not
seek reappointment to the board
when his tenn expires Dec. 31.
"I doubt I'm likely to be (re)ap·
pointed,'' Martinez said. ''The governor appoints whomever the gov·
ernor wants. Whether I accept depends on the circumstance.''
He declined to specify under what
circumstances he would accept reappointment.
The governor of New Mexico is
empowered by state law to appoint
UNM regents to six-year terms, sub~
ject to state Senate continuation. No
more than three members of the
board may be from one political party. Martinez's successor will be a
Republican, since Regents Coleen
Maloof, John Paez and Henry Jara~
millo are Democrats.
Martinez said he is leaving for
''no special reason," but "eight
years is enough."
M:~rtinez was appointed to the

board in 1976 by then-Gov. Jerry
Apod;tca to fill a partial term vacated
by Albert Simms. He was reap~
pointed to a full six-year tem1 in
1978.

"It was a wonderful opportunity
to have been a regent," Martinez
said. He said one highlight of his
career was the refonn of the athletic
department after the 1979 athletic
academic transcript scandal.
"I think the trouble with the athletic department was a crisis we were
glad to resolve,'' he said.
Both his and Jaramillo's terms expire at year's end. Martinez said he
will stay on until a successor is
chosen. Jaramillo was unavailable
for comment Tuesday.

UNM President John Perovich
said Martinez is "an excellent regent'' and said he will be sorry to sec.
him leave.
In another development, Perovich
said that when his term as president
expires Dec. 31, he will retire completely from the University after 35
years of service.

ASUNM Holds Election;
Voting Locations Listed
The Ass.p~iated Students of the allowed to vote at one of thueguhr
University of New Mexico election, boxes, he may cast a ballot in the
postponed for three weeks, will take ASUNM offices, SUB Room 242.
place today.
The validity of those votes will be
decided by the Elections Commis~
Undergraduate students will vote
later in the day.
for a new ASUNM president, vice sion
Five
students are on the ballot for
president and a dozen senators, the
the
presidency,
three for the vice
$300,000 ASUNM budget and three
presidency
and
eight
for the senate.
internal business items.
Nine students arc running for the
Ballot boxes will be at the follow- senate as write-in candidates. See
ing locations from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.: candidate profiles on pages 3, S, 6
and 7.
• Student Union Building;
Budgets for 41 student organiza• Shuttle bus stop (north of duck
tions ranging from $400 to nearly
pond);
$24,000 will also be on the budget.
• Farris Engineering Center;
• Nursing/Pharmacy Building If an organization's . budget is not
accepted by a majority of students
(north campus);
• Anderson School of Man- voting, that organization can receive
up to 75 percent of its original re~
agement;
quest through senate appropriations.
• La Posada Hall;
Internal business items, including
• Johnson Gym;
a constitutional amendment forbid• Mitchell Hall; and
ding ASUNM deficit spending, will
• Marron Hall.
Firefighters Nttle the bl•ze th•t prompted the ev•u•tion of • school •nd • neighbQrhood.
also be on the ballot.
If
for
some
reason
a
student
is
not
Destroyed were 1,2110 Nrrels of motor oil inside •n Albuquerque Petroleum Co. w•rehouse.

Blaze Creates Explosion Scare Pratt Ends State Trek
From StaR' and Wire Reports
More than 90 firefighters battled a
major fire at a South Valley chemical storage building Tuesday which
forced the evacuation of an
elementary school and nearby
homes and threatened to ignite petroleum storage tanks.
The blaze, which was punctuated
by explosions of 55-gallon drums
inside the building, was declared
"undercontrolu ataboutSp.m. by a
Bernalillo County Fire Department
spokesman. . .
..
"It is completely under control,"
said Bob Baca of the state Fire Marshal's office. "We have given the
sherifrs office altd the police departments the OK to start letting the
people move back in."
Baca called the blaze "a very,
very large fire and one that could
have become much more disastrous
if the propane (tanks in the area) had
caught on fire."
No injuries were reported in the

blaze, which broke out shortly before noon at petroleum storage site
ncar Dale Avenue and Second Street
S.W. Burning trash was the apparent cause. .
Explosions repeatedly flung
orange fireballs skyward, .once
throwing a door-sized chunk of metal 50 feet in the air.
Sheriff Bob Stover said streets
which had been blocked off were
re-opened to traffic and people were
being allowed to return to their
homes.
During the height of the fire, a
radio dispatcher from the County
Fire Department said there was a
"potential for major conflagra·
tion," as firefighters battled to keep
the flames from spreading to 10
nearby petroleum storage tanks~
which were continuously hosed
down to prevent ignition.
Firefighters said their biggest im·
mediate concern was the danger
from fumes emitted from the bum·
ing materials.

Hampered by a severe lack of wa~
ter, firefighters needed help from
tanker trucks from Los Lunas in
Valencia County and Rio Rancho in
Sandoval County. Dozens of fire units were at the scene.
Black smoke and orange flame.
visible for miles, engulfed the burning building, a one-story~ aluminum
structure which housed products be·
longing to the Albuquerque Pet·
roleum Co. and Graves Oil and
Butane Co. Authorities said chemicals of various types were stored in
the building.
Officials said about 300 children
. were evacuated from Mountain
View Elementary School. The chit·
dren were cared for at Rio Grande
High School until their return home
was authorized, school officials
said.
Residences of a three-block
radius around the fire scene were
also evacuated as a precautionary
measure,

By Steve Shoup
Judy Pratt wound up her 37·
day campaign walk through the
state Tuesday by saying that if
she wins the Democratic nomination for U.S. Senate, "the rest is
easy."
.
Pratt returned to Albuquerque
to a crowd of about 40 supporters
gathered in front of het South
Valley campaign headquarters.
A state representative from Bernalillo County, Pratt toured the
state for five weeks, driving from
city to city and walking about 500
miles through towns •
Pratt assessed the response to
her bid to unseat Republican Sen.
Pete Domenici. "The idea of a
woman candidate has interested
people/' Pratt said. Ranchers
and "old-style Hispanic males"
have responded to her campaign.
she said.

People in Las Vegas, Santa Fe
and Taos have given her strong
support, she said, because they
oppose federal cuts in health care
and education. Pratt also claimed
to have strong labor support in
Silver City.
Ranchers ill the eastern part of
the state are generally conservative but "have a sense of fairness, •• Pratt said. She did not
assess her strength in those areas
but said she had •'good organization" in Roswell, Hobbs and
Carlsbad.
Pratt has a strong base in the
South Valley but needs to "lock
up" the Northeast Heights, she
said. "Basically, what we've got
to do is that door-to-door, people-to-people stuff.''
Pratt faces Nick Franklin and
Anselmo Chavez in the Democratic primary June 5.
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Wire Report

by United Press International

USSR Claims Olympic Charter Broken
LAUSANNE, Swit?.erlancl"The Soviet Union fonnally charged
the United States Tuesday with
violating the Olympic Charter in its
preparations for the 1984 Summer
Games in Los Angeles. U.S. officials rejected the protest.
The Soviets went before the International Olympic Committee to
charge the United States is conducting an anti-Soviet campaign, not
providing adequate security for
Soviet athletes and commercializing
the games.
They also complained about the
Los Angeles smog.
American officials told the IOC
the allegations were unfounded,
saying they welcomed the Soviet
athletes and wanted their participation in the games.
Soviet Sports Minister Marat Ora-

mov carefully avnided threatening a
Soviet boycott of the games.
"We have just asked for direct
(U.S.) observation of the Olympic
Charter," Gramov said after his 75minute appearance before the fivemember panel. "It is too early to say
what we will do. Let us not be running ahead of events."
Peter Ueberroth, president of the
Los Angeles Olympic Organizing
Committee, told reporters the
allegations "are clearly not valid."
"It's a case of telling the truth and
that's that," he said. ''They'll be
welcome in Los Angeles if they care
to come (and) if they don't care to
come, that's their free choice."
Ueberroth, who IOC officials invited as a courtesy to present the
U.S. position, said he told the com-

CProfiles Candidate

1

Khadafy Aid Deported

mittee the United States "is prepared" for the Soviets to participate.
"We want their athletes to have
the chance to compete against the
other athletes of the world,'' he said,
noting that June 2 is the deadline for
nations to announce their participa. tion.

Office-Seekers Give Opinions

LONDON -The British government Tuesday deported a Libyan
reported to be Khadafy's personal envoy in the country.. . .
It was the second Libyan to have been expelled by Bntam 111 two
days.
.
.
A government spokesman said the deported Libyan, Abdul Ghader
Baghdadi, 34, was the leader of a four-man student revolutionary team
that took over the Libyan Embassy in February.
Independent Radio News said Baghdadi was Khadafy's personal
representative in Britain.
Libyan sources in London said he came to London two or three years
ago, ostensibly to study sociology, but his real role was to monitor
anti-Khadafy Libyans in Britain.
On Monday, Britain deported Saleh Ibrahim Mabruk, another member of the four-man revolutionary team. Neither man had diplomatic
status.
Libyan Army Col. Abdah Shaibi and two other Libyan officials
arrived at Gatwick Airport south of London to negotiate the release of
British diplomats from Libya. Witnesses said their plane was surrounded by 12 police cars and the Libyan officials were escorted at top
speed into London.
A Foreign Office spokesman said the three were "to work on details
for the departure of Libyans from the People's Bureau and other
Libyan diplomats and staff.'' The "People's Bureau" is Libya's name
for its embassy.
Despite the arrival of the Libyan negotiation team, the Foreign
Office had no official word on whether the Libyans would leave by the
Sunday deadline, set when Britain broke diplomatic relations with
Tripoli two days ago.
Police have surrounded the Libyan Embassy in posh St. James's
Square since last Tuesday, when shots from inside killed a 25-year-old
British policewoman and wounded II anti-Khadafy demonstrators.

The roc panel was composed of
Samaranch, roc director Monique
Berlioux and the three executive
vice presidents, Louis Guinrandoux
N'Diaye of the Ivory Coast, Alexandru. Siperco of Romania and Ashwini Kumar of India.
The two nations presented their
arguments to a top-level panel convened by IOC President Juan Antonio Samaranch of Spain. The panel
met at Moscow's request but is not
required to reach a decision.

Stirling The Energy Hawk will
fly FRIDAY Instead of today In
the Lobo.

Five presidential candidates are
on the ballot for ASUNM elections,
to be held today.
Annette Hazen, 21, is a history
major who has served as a member
and chairman of the ASUNM Popejoy Hall Cultural Committee and is
an ASUNM senator.
Hazen said, "I plan to dedicate
myself to the cause of placing
ASUNM government back on the
right track. I have been active in
some form of student government
for the past seven years."
She agrees with the ASUNM Senate proposal to pay off the deficit and
plans "to continue with this proposal if elected."
Paid presidential appointments
''should be kept at a minimum,'' she
said. "If at all possible, I prefer tuition waivers for use as payment.''

Leslie Mansfield, 21, is a political science major in her fourth year at
UNM.
"ASUNM needs a president who
understands how most students feel
about our current student government," Mansfield said.
"The students feel that ill-spent
appropriations for special interest
organizations are not in their best
interest. They consistently show
their lack of support for ASUNM by
their refusal to participate in elections," she said. "ASUNM must
re-evaluate its role on this nontraditional campus and seek to represent all students."
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Ron Pacheco, 24, is an English
major who has attended UNM for
four years. Pacheco has served as
senator, Senate pro tern and as a
member of the Lobby, Popular Entertainment and Presidential
Appointment committees.
Pacheco agrees with the proposed
solution to the deficit problem but
said, ''I would not expect a committee chairman to work for free. These
individual appointments should receive at least minimum wage. Certain positions such as the attorney
general, Elections Commission
chairman and Speakers chairman
should receive only tuition waivers
as compensation.
"The ASUNM Elections Commissioner should be elected from
among members of the ASUNM
Elections Commission," Pacheco
said. ''The election should take
place after confirmation of election
members by the ASUNM Senate.
After a decision is made on the commissioner, he or she should receive a
tuition waiver for two semesters.
Special contract compensation
would be made for a special election."

Leslie Mansfield

Elect

You don't have to spend all your money
just to go home for summer. Just go home
on Trailways. We've got three moneysaving deals good through June 30 to get
you back home with change in your pockets. Just bring these coupons and your
student I. D. to Trailways.
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She said she agrees with the paid
presidential-appointed positions
system but that it "would work better with greater student participation
and the pressure of public opinion
weighing on the president's deci-

sion.''

When considering an organization for ASUNM appropriations,
Manfield said, "Past criteria are
obviously not rigid enough. We cannot afford every recreational, ethnic
and professional association on this
campus."

Levi's
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LAST 3 DAYS

WEDNESDAY

THRU
FRIDAY
Call Trailways for details today.
Ofl,ctal

Mo.torcoach Gar'ter

for lhe
1984 Worlds fall

Go

located in NM Union 9-6
(next to information desk)

$4.00 each or
two for $7.00

NOW OPEN

Hundreds to choose from
Frames available

11·5

Sundays
243·6954

loLo

men's

shop

2120 CENTRAL SE

Set in war torn 16th Century Japan. Two peasant families leave thgir
homes in search of fortune. A ghost of a beautiful princess bewitches a
princess and a farmer seeks personal glory as a samurai.

Thursday, April 26

The Constant Factor
Astellar example of Polish cinematic wit. Ayoung electrician suffering
from an acute case of idealism yearns for the purity of mathematics
and the remote Himalayan peaks, but instead finds himself coming
unstuck in a world filled with disease, corruption and confusion.

Friday, April 27

Beauty and the Beast
Jean Cocteau's rendition of this classic Is an authentic personal
statement, as well as a faithful! adaptation. The marriage of a fairy tale
and fine filmmaking results in a film experience that verges on great
poetry.

Saturday, April 28

Heart of Glass
A brilliant, mystical portrayal of an 16th Century German town that is
turned upside down over the loss of the secret ingredient in a singular,
beautiful glass. Director Werner Herzog produces an atmosphere of
hallucinations... of collective madness.

d?i9h t-f~u.nJ ju~ti(ieJ
Ron Pacheco

As for the present office of elections commissioner, Mansfield said
she had "no problems with this
method, providing that the president
does not run for re-election."
She said she believes the "input
of students is important and should
be heard in major decisions affecting
the University," including the presidential search.
·

Ugetsu

ASUNM
DUPLICATING CENTER
J'(Hunu. CJ!Jp ln9 ~e wiae

Mansfield said she would cut expenditures to reduce the deficit.
''The time has come to be firm with
funded organizations," she said.
She said the method of such
appointments "is acceptable because all appointments are dependent upon the approval of the Pres;_· idential Appointment Committee
and the senate."
"I feel that there should be at least
one student representative involved
with the regents in their search'' for
a new university president, Hazen
said.
She said the most important
criteria for allocating. funds to student organizations are the number of
students involved and the services it
provides.
"I would hope the students would
take a small tuition hike in order to
maintain quality education through
higher salaries," she said.
Hazen said there is "a definite
image problem in ASUNM and l
don't feel that it needs to remain that
way."

#SUB CINEMA PRESENTS:#·
Wednesday, April 25

He said students should have a
voice in the choice of a new UNM
president through the ASUNM pres·
ident. "I do not believe the presidential search should be hampered
by pressure from the governor, nor
should the president be chosen because he or she is Spanish, Anglo or
any other ethnic group."
Pacheco said, "Size should noi
prohibit any group from receiving
ASUNM funds, but larger groups
should receive more funds, I do not
favor a funding formula for groups.
The groups must proceed through
the political process for funding."

continued on page 5
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SATURDAY 10AM·4PM
LOCATED IN NORTH SUB BASEMENT
A little harder to rind but worth it.
277·5031
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Office-Seekers----------

Forum

continued from page 3

by
Berke Breathed
______
..;;_-"'!

---Editorial---

~5 rH€ 60to R!iPI/oS€Nrt1TIV€ OF
7Hf£ KIGHr Will& AIIP MQIW CONSG16N~ OF THI~ PAf((). I
W?TAINcY flO HAV6 AN OMCTI0/1
W HAVfN(! OUR CONV6NTION IN
ACI7Y Wfllm KNOWN 11l HAVE:
SO MANY OF.. OF. ..

Here's Our Opinion;
Now It's Your Turn
Once again, undergraduates at UNM are faced with the chance to
choose new people to run their student government. The Associated
Students of the University of New Mexico has been under much
scrutiny recently because of the various problems with the budget
deficit. However, it is important to realize that ASUNM is in charge of
students' money every year and needs to be watched continuously.
The field of candidates includes five presidential candidates, three
candidates for vice president, eight official senate candidates and a
host of write-in candidates for senate positions.
The candidates Were provided with a questionnaire asking for their
views on timely issues and general problems particular to the student
body,
Because of the similarity of responses from senatorial candidates,
endorsements will be confined to the president and vice president
positions. The Daily Lobo endorses the following candidates.
John Schoeppner, presidential hopeful, has been involved in various campus activities, including serving as an ASUNM senator,
director of the textbook co-op, treasurer of Coronado Hall, vice president of the Economics Student Council and member of the Student
Publica'ions Board. He wrote the deficit legislation which outlined a
plan to pay off the deficit. His plan was adopted by the ASUNM Senate
this semester. He has proven his dedication to this campus and his
knowledge about many areas concerning UNM.
Maureen Hickey, running for vice president, has been chairman of
the New Mexico Public Interest Research Group and an ASUNM
senator. She has stated as one of her main concerns reform and
reorganization of ASUNM's government. She has shown herself to be
a talented administrator and adept at discussing the issues in the
senate and with various other student organizations.
The Daily Lobo commends all the candidates for showing the
willingness to undertake the difficult task of helping to provide direction to UNM.

--Letters-Political Advertisement
Implies Female Inferiority
Editor:
On Monday and Tuesday, April 2nd and 3rd, KOB-TV Channel 4
aired a political advertisement by Republican Congressman, Joe
Skeen. He made statements referring to various life situations which
caused "empty feelings" in people; for example, the loss or lack of
employment. I found objectionable and untrue his referring to the
birth of a daughter (following the anticipated birth of a son) as being
an "empty feeling." Is Mr. Skeen implying that the birth of a daughter
is something less than the birth of a son?
In my opinion, nothing can be further from the truth. Yet such a lie is
being promoted by airing it on prime-time TV. The station will not
remove the advertisement unless 300·500 calls are made objecting to
its being aired. Their monetary motivation is obvious. But what of the
innocent children and babies attacked by the implications of such an
irresponsible comment? Mr. Skeen needs not only to retract this
heinous statement but also to apologize to New Mexicans for its
airing.
If you find (or found) this advertisement objectionable, please
express your objections by writing and lor calling the below listings.
Thank You.
Vera Wilson
Joe Skeen Headquarters
Federal Building
Roswell, N.M. 88201
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John Scboeppner, 23, is an economics major who has been at UNM
since 1980. He is a senator and Finance Committee member and has
served as director of the ASUNM
Textbook Co-op and as a member of
the Student Publications Board and
Residence Hall Student Association.
"I can fulfill the duties of the
office and to the students without
false promises," Schoeppner said.
"I have proved that power is not as
important as the democratic process."

influence students have had in University policy. The appointment
process of a new president must be
accountable to aJI," he said. "In
order to do this, the students must
have input and this influence."
Past influence, size and prior fiscal responsibility should be considered before funds are allocated to
student organizations, Schoeppner
said.
He said the most pressing need of
UNM students is "to operate services at adequate levels,'' including
the Duplicating Center, the Child
Care Co-op, the Tutorial Service
and the Textbook Co-op.

by ties to the failed administrations
of the past."
The present plan to reduce
ASUNM's deficit, Sode said, ."fails
to address the real reasons for
ASUNM's budget problems- inefficient, corrupt management and
spineless leadership.''
Sode agrees with the present system of paid presidential appoint·
ments but said past presidents have
"used their authority to appoint incompetent cronies instead of qualified persons."
"Pre~idcntial appointment of the
ASUN~ election commissioner is
the worst possible means of filling

the position," Sode said. He suggests selecting the commission •'by
lottery."
Sode said ASUNM should have
veto power over the decision of the
regents in their presidential search.
Criteria for allocating funds for
student organizations, Sode said,
should be based on how many students are being served, how effectively they are being served and if
their needs are being better met elsewhere,
He said a tuition increase is inevitable "if we are to maintain UNM as
an effective educational institution."

New Mexico
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TOUCHSTONE
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Friday, April 27, 7:30 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
Fourth and Lead SW
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Jim So de, 19, is a political science major who wants to be ASUNM
president ''because 1 am sick and
tired of the incompetent, inefficient
and unintelligent way in which it is
presently operated. Unless there is
immediate radical reform from within, ASUNM will cease to exist,'' he
said.

----Letters---Group Members Displeased with Result
Editor:
Hard as it is to believe, it is true, ASUNM is
planning to allocate over $2,000 to Islamic Republic of Iran's Student Association (IRISA). As
broken-heart members of this association, we
would like to have a few words with you.
When last year IRISA came into existence, we
were tofd that "mutual exchange of concepts, and
understanding and recognition of and appreciation of dignity, worth and potential of the indi·
vidual" (Article II, Section 3, Constitution of the
IRISA) were to be main objectives of the Association.
After four months of active participation, it be-

came evident that to this Association, dominated
by a few born-again Muslims, worth and potential
of the individual is of least if any concern. The
atmosphere created by this group is not radically
different from the one existing in Iran.
This Wednesday, the students of UNM shall determine whether this organization should be
funded or not. We, as deceived members of this
organization- who are going to abandon this
group- think they should not. What do you
think?
Mansour Fahimi
Concerned Persian Students

Voter Apathy Allows ASUNM 'Rip-Off' To Thrive
Editor:
Another budget battle has
come and gone and I'm wonder·
ing how long, fellow students,
we're going to take this, When
are we going to rise up in revolt
against politically promiscuous
student politicians? When are we
going to demand that something
actually be done with our
$388,000 budget that benefits all
students and not just special interest groups? ASUNM is blatantly ripping us off.
Some $128,276 was appropriated to ASUNM organizations.
$1<10,000 of that would have paid
off ASUNM's deficit. Don't tell
me that this money benefits the
students. $2,150 for the Association of Accounting Students.
What for? Auditor fine point
pens? Rugby Club- $2,000. For
all those cute little rugby shirts, I
suppose.
There are probably some nice
people in these organizations
who can spend that money on
fairly justifiable grounds. But is
that our only criteria for determining who gets what? Can we
continue to fund every recreational, ethnic and professional society on campus?

Ah, but these ASUNM politicos aren't dumb. Just the opposite. They're smart. They know
that less than 3,000 of you turned
out to vote in last year's election.
They're banking on your apathy
to keep the system going.
So how long, fellow students,
are you going to sit on your collective asses and do nothing?
When are you going to make
ASUNM represent you? What
are your concerns?
If ASUNM dried up and blew
away tomorrow, you wouldn't
notice. Ask yourself the following questions: when was the last
time you saw a movie ih the SUB
theatre? Have you ever used the
Crafts area? Do you belong to a
chartered student organization?
Now, ASUNM does some
good stuff. Money for the Daily

Lobo so the student!' can get it
free, for the Student Health Center for less expensive health
care, for free athletic tickets, all
these are good things. But a
Presidential expense account?
Paid assistants for executive
officers?

Today is election day. Strike a
blow for freedom. Deface a campaign poster. Kidnap Serrano.
Write in Mickey Mouse as a
write-in candidate. Or do something even more radical - like
vote for someone you think has
something to say. The bimbos
will remain in power as long as
you let them. Remember, inside
every voter lurks a potential
giant killer.
Leslie Mansfield

Write-in Candidate Appreciated
Editor:
Having seen the letter in the
April 13th Daily Lobo about writ·
ing in Kathy Montoya as ASUNM
Senate candidate, we think it is a
very good idea. We also are returning students, and would

appreciate the representation, at
senate level, of ourselves and the
rest of more than half of the student body.
Jacques J. Koeckes

John Schoeppner
He said he would follow the proposed solution for the deficit but
would change the system for presidential appointees. He said he
would make attorney general an
elected position and would make
Elections Commission a branch of
that office.
Schoeppner said that at least one
Jim Sode
undergraduate should be appointed
to the UNM presidential search
committee. "The last presidential
Sode said he is qualified to be
search showed the almost negative president because he is "unt:linted
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I
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VOTE

ESTUDIANTES
POR LA CULTURA
ENDORSEMENTS
PRESIDENT: John Schoepner
VICE PRESIDENT: Maureen Hickey
SENATE: David Proper
WRITE-IN: John Krist
Kathy Montoya
Burt Shirley
Kevin Waldon
Sammy Assad
Exercise Your Right To Vote!

JIM SODE

ASUNM
PRESIDENT

LESLIE FRANCIS

ASUNM
VICE PRESIDENT

13rtng tht~ coupon Wtlh
photo
I.D.
with

limit One Per New Donor
Other Coupons
Offer hpires 5·11·84

·-----------------·
Light Weight Travel Luggage

Mike Fitzmorris
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ATTENTION all toncerncd part and full time students of UNM. Today you will have an..
opportunity to help restore:

Wilderness Experience
Caribou
Jansport
Lowe Alpine Systems
Outdoor Products
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PETE'S CHOICE FOR GOOD GOVERNMENT
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*Fiscul Responsibility· 31ong yeats of poor mnnagetnent of your government has led to a dcfidt in excess of
$250,000, a debt that you and future students will hnve to pay fot.
• Jim Sod<> nud Leslie Francis tvill put out finanicial home back in order.
*Representative Credibility· 3 years of e~pensc account politics will be htought to an end: jim Sotle .1/JCI
Leslie Fmncis wiJI;Ippoint illit/Jjromolc competc•nt strlt/ellts, not JJo/itic;l/ lmeks.
"'Accountability- 3 years of fun nnd games lmslcft a financial ami organit.atiotml m<'ss that will tequire years of
bold. creative, and innovatiVC' measttrC's to solve.
• Jim Sotle am/ u•slie Fmncis .m• pn'lJ<IrNI to begin that long ro;u/lmck to 1/sc•;J/ sanity.

TIIB
WILDEIUJESS

CENTRB

fR&b Ai LAST I 'Ff(l;£ Afi.ASi.''

2421 San Pedro NE 884·5113 ·
New Mexico's Complete Backing Shop

Jim Sode and Leslie Francis need your help today!
Please take time today to vote.

pnid fill' by a t•onccrn~d student, P. S. AVttri
photo murtt'sy of Pt'lt• Donwnid, l'.S. Senator
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Candidate Profil es
Hopefuls for ASUNM Senate Describe Objectiv_es
Today, undergraduate students at
t!ze University of New Mexico will
vote to select a student body president, vice president and at least /0
senators,
Candidates for office were asked
to fill out a 10-questionform on such
topics as the ASUNM deficit, paid
ASUNM assistallts, appointments to
the Elections Commission being
made by the ASUNM president, studem input 011 the UNM presidemia/
search, orga11izational funding,
teachers' salaries in relation to tuition am/what they perceive are the
most pressing needs of UNM studem.l·.
Bt•cause of space limitations, the
New Mexico Daily Lobo is 110t able
to prim responses to all questions.
lnjimnation in tlze profile was condt•nsed in an effort to give 1'0ters a
brirf' sketch of the candidates.

He has been president of the Arab
American Student Union, a member
of PEC, member of the ASUNM
Speaker's Committee and is a member of the Rainbow Coalition.
He said he would continue with
the plan to reduce the ASUNM deficit and with paid presidential
appointments but would change the
elections commissioner's office to
an elected position.
Assed said the most pressing need
of UNM students is expanding the
drop period from six to eight weeks
and increasing student jobs.
Charles Brent Bertram, 18, is a
pre-law major.
''I'm concerned with the turn student politics has taken under the previous administration, Bertram said.
He said he tries "to maintain close
tics with the student population."

submit their recommendation" for scholarships more available as well
as student aid."
the position, he said.
He cited five criteria for considering organizations for ASUNtVf fundJohn Krist, 20, is an economics
ing- "purpose (of the organization), membership qualifications, major who has attended UNM for
how many people are in the orga- two years. He is running as a writenization, capital expenditures and/or in candidate for the ASUN M
list of expenses and why the re- Senate.
Krist said he wants to be a senator
quested amount of money is
because "I offer creative and pracneeded."
tical solutions to UNM's problems." He said he has a "working
Rick Heim, 25, is a political sci- knowledge of the law and experience major who has been at UNM ence in local and state governfor 31/z years. H€.' is a resident advis- ment,"
er at Coronado Hall.
"Through this position, I will
have more of an impact on campus
than I will as a voting student,"
Hcim said.

He said the most pressing need of
UNM students is a social atmosphere. "There is really no program
that is designed to keep students on
campus for soda! benefit."

........

\ 11!,;# \
John Krist

He said he would continue with
the methods put forth by ASUNM in
the areas of paid presidential appointees and reducing the deficit but
would change the position of elections commissioner.
Krist also said the student government should have a voting member
on the UNM presidential search
committee.
The most pressing concern of
UNM students, Krist said, is the
high cost of getting an education. '' l
will channel more ASUNM funds
toward scholarships and tutorial services," he said.
Krist added, ''I will work to
strengthen the rights of the handicapped, women and minorities and
to secure funding for more workstudy jobs."

ASUNM should be given student
groups seeking funding.
The most pressing need of UNM
students, Shirley said, is a "practical tuition that students can afford.''
He stressed the importance of a
strong lobbying effort in Santa Fe
and good student representation at
the national level.

Joe Monge, 20, is a political science major who has. attended UNM
for five semesters. Monge has been
treasurer for the Resident Hall Student Association, an Interfraternity
Council representative and a senate
aide and has been on the Student
Standard and Grievances and the
Homecoming committees.

David May, 20, is a secondary
education major who has attended
UNM for three years.
May said, "The leadership abilities that God has given me should be
used in the service of UNM students.

Jeff Walden, 21, is a m;trketing
major who has been at UNM for 1Vz
years. He also spent a year in Oregon
as an exchange student.

David Proper

....,
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George Taylor "Tad" Anderman. 22, is an anthropology and
English major running as a write-in
candidate.

Hopefu-ls----------------

continueCJ from page 6
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Joe Monge
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Monge agrees with the proposed
to the budget and the paid
presidential-appointed positions,
but said the job should be "filled
with a qualified person, not one who
happens to be a friend the president
owes a favor or one who supported
the president."
He said he would like to sec a
student representative on the presidential search committee, and that
the president chosen should be
"seen and not just heard," as well as
being interested in student organizations.
"The quality of organizations,
the percentage of students using the
organizations and how much was
allocated by ASUNM in past years
should be considered before budgeting groups any funds,'' Monge said.

David May
"Student organizations (on the
ASUNM budget) should be held
accountable to provide quality service to the students of UNM," he
said.
May said there must be a balance
between higher salaries for professors and lower tuition for students to
provide a quality education at UNM,
"This balance, however, will require a certain amount of compromise on the part of both parties, Furthcr comment would require research
and careful deliberation, which I, as
of yet, have not put into this point,"
he said.
May said the most pressing need
of students is to know that UNM's
student government is "founded
upon the principals of honesty and
integrity."

~olution

Richard Heim
He said he "does not disagree
with the manner that (ASUNM)
proposes to pay off the deficit,'' and
He said he feels the proposal to thinks "a more elaborate budget
deal with the deficit is the best process should be used.'' He said he
course of action and says that the would change the presidential
senate should approve or veto the apppointed positions to the sole reTad Anderman
presidential appointees, including sponsibility of the ASUNM Senate,
Anderman outlined six points in the elections commissioner. He said and that he would change the Electelling why he wanted to be an the "president of the University tions Commission office.
He said he does not believe
ASUNM senator - "To correct (shouldn't) be appointed by the stu·
and overhaul the student law book, dents. This decision1should be left to ASUNM should have a voice in the
UNM presidential search.
election code and student constitu- the powers that be. '
Each organization asking for
Heim said he would ''set a speci·
tion; deal directly with the deficit;
fie·
number of how many students
ASUNM
funding
should
"present
a
propose a bill that would set up and
Stan Miranda, 20, is studying
any
allocations will assist," regardlist
of
funds
spent
in
the
previous
form a governing board to watch
physical therapy at UNM and is runing
ASUNM-funded
organizations.
year
with
an
estimate
of
next
year.
over PEC; propose a bill requiring
ning as a write-in candidate.
"The most pressing need conattorney general to be an elected This should tell the senate just how
Miranda, a presidential scholar,
JeD' Lavers, 21, is ajunior majorposition; sec more funding for much money each organization fronting students is responsible govdoes
not agree with the senate's plan
should
receive,"
Bertram
said.
ernment,"
Heim
said.
"In
the
past
ing in marketing. He is president of
NMPIRG; and bring the salaries of
to use 7 percent of revenues to help
The
most
pressing
need
of
stuyear,
ASUNM
looked
more
like
a
Sigma
Alpha
Epsilon
and
has
held
president and vice president down to
dents is "funding from the Legisla- circus than a student organization." several other offices in the pay off the deficit but does approve
tuition waivers."
by ASUNM President Dan Serrafraternity.
Anderman listed his qualifica- ture," he said. ''I would use my seat
no's "savings fund bill. I feel the
to
get
support
to
lobby
the
Legislasaid
he
feels
obligated
"to
Lavers
tions as: being an ASUNM elections
Roger Holton, 19, is an account- get our student government in the organizations that should get the
ture
from
a
student
point
of
view.''
pollworker, being on the ASUNM
ing major who has attended UNM position it should be in - ba· mPst money are the service orgaElections Commission, helping With
for two years.
nizations on campus."
lanced."
Colorado Sen. Gary Hart's camHolton said he agrees with the
AI
Carrillo,
19,
is
a
sociology
Lavers said he believes the curpaign and Colorado Rep, Patricia
major who has attended UNM for proposed solution to the ASUNM rent proposal to pay off ASUNM's
Schroeder's campaign, living in the two
years. "I feel it is important, as deficit, the present system of paid deficit is sound but the time involved
dorms for 2Yl years and being a
a
student,
to get involved with stu- presidential appointees and the is too long. "More attention should
member of the Greek system.
dent government as a way to under- office of elections commissioner. be devoted toward the profitHe said PEC, Film and Lobby stand
the fiscal and political policies He said the senate should have the generating operations of ASUNM,
committee chairmen should be of ASUNM,"
right to review the final applicants in
Carrillo said.
such as PEC and the Duplicating
"very serious, well-qualified indithe
presidential sc!irch to give UNM Center,
Carrillo, who worked for Sen.
so that they may help in
viduals chosen upon the best creden- Jeff
Bingaman as a campaign volun· students representation,
paying the deficit," he said.
tials."
teerduring the fall of 1982, said that
holding a senate scat would be a
...
.... i
Sammy Assed, 21, is a political ''valuable learning cxpetience. ''
!
science major in his second year at
UNM.
Assed says he sees "student government going down the tubes. We
Stan Miranda
don't need new ideas, we need a new
He does not feel paid presidential
direction."
appointments within ASUNMfunded organizations arc proper.
''These are just political favors,'' he
said, "Students should have some
say in who is getting their money,"
Miranda said the search for an
UNM president ''is totally the Board
Roger Holton
of Regents' job."
JeHLavers
The most pressing need for UNM
He said the criteria for allocating
funds to organizations should be:
Lavers said the presidential students, he said, is "keeping UNM
"Where will this money do the most appointees should be elected be· highly credited so that when they
AI Carrillo
good and benefit the most students? cause "they are representing the (students) get their degrees, they
He agrees with the 7 percent cut- With the current deficit, every UNM UNM students and should be direct· won't have to compete so hard to get
back plan to reduce ASUNM's de- student orgarlization is going to have ly accountable to them, not the jobs."
ficit, and he said paid appointed to withstand a budget cut."
Miranda added, "I want to serve
ASUNM president."
positions should be reduced to qualHe said money is the most press·
But Lavers said the ASUNM elec- the students and make sure they arc
ified applkaitts only.
ing need for UNM students, and if tion commissioner should be getting their money's worth at
ASUNM should "look at all elected. he propose\ "to help stu- appointed by the president to ensure UNM."
SammyAssed
llt'minc~~ lfnr CNM prc~idcntl and dents of,tain or rather try tu make proper and fair dcctions.
continued on page 7

Lon Nunley, 19, is a secondary
education major.
Nunley said he agrees with the
proposed solution to the budget deficit and would continue the system
of paid presidential appointees and
the office of the elections commissioner.
However, he said, "I would make
it available to the senate that if any
presidential appointee is found incompetent, that a review be held by
the senate and deal with the appointee that way."

........
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He said ASUNM should be able
to participate in the presidential
search,
·For allocating ASUNM funds to
student organizations, Nunley said
he would consider the need of the
organization, if that organization is
acting on the •'best intentions and
morals to the University and its stu·
dents."
He said entertainment organizations are the most pressing need of
UNM students and said he would
improve upon them if elected.

·.~

Davis Proper, 23, is an incum·
bent senator in the Bachelor of Uni·
versity Studies program. He has
attended UNM since 1980.

--

Proper said he is running for reelection to "complete some legislation which l didn't complete this
term."
He supports the "off the top"
proposal to the deficit, and says that
appointed positions should have the
check of the senate, including that of
election~ commissioner.
"I believe that ASUNM should
have more say (in the presidemial
search) because the individual is
representing the students. It would
be nice to see a scholar, not a
businessman, as president of
UNM," he said.
UNM students need to become
more politically aw;tre, he said, and
he "would push for a voter registration drive in the fall."
Ilysc Kusnetz, 17 I is a biology
major who has been at UNM for two
semesters. She has been an ASUNM
Senate aide this past semester,
She supports the proposed solu·
tion to the deficit and a senatorial
check on presidential-appointed
positions, including that of elections
commissioner. She said she favors
the idea of an ASUNM voice in University president selection.
Kusnetz said she would consider
need, worthiness of projects and
advantages to students when hearing
requests from student organizations
for ASUNM funding.
She said, "I would say that the
most pressing need of students is
that of getting a better quality education." She said ASUNM should
send a lobbyist to Santa Fe to help
meet this need.

"I want to have an impact on the

changes taking place on the UNM
campus. Student government offers
the best outlet for this opportunity,"
Walden said. "ASUNM .is headed
in a positive direction, and I want to
be part of that movement."

ficit but would also support a savings plan for the same purpose. He
says "presidential appointees for
paid positions are a fact of life. I do
not believe the selection process can
be altered, but I do feel as if senate
approval of all presidential appointees .serves as a viable alternative"
for all appointees, including the
elections commissioner's seat.
He said the ASUNM Senate
should make recommendations to
the search committee and that "input regarding (student) concerns
could be developed through student
questionnaires and phone drives,
both of which could be monitored by
the senate."
Walden lisled need, function and
effective usc of past funding as
criteria for budgeting ASUNM
funds to student organizations.
Stuart Webster, 24, is studying
biology and psychology and has

JeHWalden
He said he agrees with the
ASUNM plan for paying off the de-

"grown tired of hearing myself
complain about the lack of responsiveness in student government and
decided the only way to do something about this was to become
directly involved.''
He said, "I believe that the current method ASUNM is using to pay
off its incurred deficit is the only
feasible proposal that still allows for
the normal functioning of student
organizations."
Webster does "not condone" the
present method of presidential
appointments and says "such positions be appointed by a neutral board
or panel."
He said criteria for allocating
funds to student organizations
should be based on how much the
organization benefits UNM and its
relationship to the community,
whether it is exclusive and working
toward an educational environment,
potential to assist students and uniqueness to an academic environment.

Photos by
Scott Caraway
and
Alexandria King
Stuart Webster

Students Vie for ASUNM Post

Adrian Arteche
Burt Shirley, 28, is a political
science major who has attended
The following studems are vying
UNM for three years, part of that at
for
the vice presiderrcy oftlze Associthe Gallup branch. He is running for
ated
Students ofthe V/iiversity New
ASUNM senator and said he has "a
genuine interest in representing the Mexico today.
students, especially minority stuAdrian Arteche, 21. is a speech
dents."
communication and business major.
He is an ASUNM senator and Finance Committee member.
Arteche said this experience has
given him knowledge of "what kind
of bind ASUNM is in financially.• ''
If elected, he hopes "to continue a
smooth-running government."
Concerning the presidential
appointment of an election commissioner. Arteche said, "Most presi·
dents are smart enough to appoint an
election commissioner that is competent enough to perform his or her
required duties. The present system
isn't that bad."
Arteche said paid presidential
appointments within ASUNM orgaBurt Shirley
nizations arc "a matter of checks
He agrees with ASUNM policy and balances."
regarding paid positions, the solu·
"ASUNM should be heard in the
tion for the deficit and the position of search for a new (UNMJ president.
·elections commissioner.
ASUNM shouldn't have any power
"The students should have big in- of decision, but its opinion should be
put in the (UNM presidential) heard," he said.
search, along with the faculty. A
He said the most important
way to do so would be to have these criteria for allocating funds to sturepresentatives on the Board of Re- dent organizations should be past
gents," Shirley said.
funding, members of the organizaHe said fairness, equal time and tion, types of fund-raisers, other
no· preference on the part of sources and future plans.

Leslie Francis

MaurHn "Moe" Hickey

Leslie Francis, 22, is a French
literature major and ASUNM sena·
tor. "I want to be vice president of
ASUNM because I see a need to
restructure the government of
ASUNM. Checks and balances do
not exist," Francis said.

Maureen "Moe" Hickey, 24, is
a music major who has previously
served as chairman of the New Mexico Public Interest Research Group
and is an ASUNM senator. Hickey
wants the position because "there is
a definite need for reform and reorganization of ASUNM government
on all levels."

She has served on the ASUNM
Steering, Homecoming, Speakers
and Lobby committees, was vice
chairman of the Presidential
Appointments Committee and was
the ASUNM representative to the
Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce.
Francis agrees With the bill proposed by the ASUNM Senate to pay
off the deficit.
She said paid presidential
appointed positions should remain
that way "because individuals hold·
ing these positions put in many
hours of work. If the president is
competent, he will appoint competent people. I have faith that the students will elect more qualified representation."

Although Hickey said the present
system of presidential appointments
could work with an honest president, "I feel there is a need to
change it."
• She said, "It bothers me that the
regents don't want any input from
the faculty or students" in the UNM
presidential search, Students
"should have representation in the
interview process and in the final
selection," she said.
Hickey said the criteria for fund·
ing student organizations should include "past funding, effectiveness
of the organization, amount of stu·
dents served and the fiscal responsi·
bility of the group."

Francis said the criteria for allo·
eating funds for student organizaHickey feels the most pressing
tions should be the nutttber of mem- need of UNM students is "to be
bers involved, their intentions for heard," she said. "I would work
the money's use, which activities with as many organizations as possi·
the organization is involved in and ble to start a grassroots student.
their availability to the: campus.
.. faculty coalition."
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Arts
Free Opera Performance Both Mythical and Modern

Endorsements
ASUNM
General Election
Wednesdav!l
April 25!1 1984

.oper:t,- The. word is k~(~wn to. frighten away e_ven the more "openmtnded music lovers. VISions ot long, reverbcratmg soprano tones, exaggerated poses and strains of music set to unintelligible song are the stuff of
opera to the average person.
But put your biases aside for UNM's opera Mudics presentation of "Dido
and Aeneas." This is remarkably modern and thoroughly enjoyable entertainment, the kind of opera you thought perhaps didn't exist.
Based on the fourth book of Virgil's Aeneid, the opera recounts the
ill-fated love of Dido, queen of Carthage, and Aeneas, whom the gods have
charged with founding the city of Troy.
Like many a modem woman, the queen is neither subservient nor passive
in love. And she is not afraid to relinquish her lover to the gods' prescribed
fate or his sense of duty and honor.
Marilyn Tyler, director of opera studies and professor of voice, will direct
the production. Tyler chose Henry Purcell's "Dido and Aeneas," written in
the late 17th century, because "it's important historically, the music is
beautiful and it's the first English opera."
The perlormance, featuring alumna Kathy Clausen as Queen Dido, is
slated for 8;15 p.m. Thursday and Friday night in Ke.ller Hall. A scene from
the opera will also be presented at II a.m. ThursdaJ' moming on the mall area
north of UNM's Fine Arts Center.
All performances are free and the public is invited.

Walt Whitman Endlessly Rocking
In Great American Pqetry Show
=

=

Walt Whitman {pictured below)
may roll over in his grave if the
sounds emanating from the Nuestro
Teatro Friday and Saturday night
reach his ears.
The Great American Poetry
Show, created by poet-actorWilliam

Welden, wid.nt dramatic

PRESIDENT
Ron Pacheco

=
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SENATORS

Instttute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers
American Society of Civil Engineers
American Society of Chemical Engineers
Student Engineering Board
American Nuclear Society
Tau Beta Pi, The National Engineering Honor Society
Kiva Club
Student Veterans Association

Campus Committee for Human Rights In Latin America

David Proper
Estudiantes Por La Cultura

David Proper
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Scott Cuaway

Members of the Didi and Aenas cast rehearse in preparation for free performances in Keller
Hall.

Whitman's "Out of the Cradle
Endlessly Rocking" will itself be
rendered to a hard rock tunc, which
will bring new meaning to the classic standard.
Tickets for The Grear American
Poetry Show, featuring music by
Blackjack Davey (David Buckland),
are $5 at the door.

-~·~

~,~.

renditions of the work ofT. S. Eliot,
Emily Dickinson, e. c. cummings
and Sylvia Plath, among others, at 8
p.m. at the theater, 321 I Central
N.E.
Indeed, noted American bards
from Ezra Pound to Robert Crecley
will have their work treated and
adapted to blues, reggae, folk, bopfunk and ragtime forms.
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Gay and Lesbian Student Union

David Proper, Charles Brent Bertram,
AI Carrillo, Tad Anderman, John Krist

John Schoeppner
Campus Committee for Human Rights in Latin American
Estudiantes Por La Cultura
Gay and Lesbian Student Union
UNM Rainbow Coalition
•
Movimento Estundiuntil Chicano de Aztlan
The Arab Student Association
National Chicano Health Organization
UNM Spanish Club
American Indian Science and Engineering Association
New Mexico Karate Club

=

Returning Students
Association
Endorses

UNM Rainbow Coalition

David proper, John Krist,
Sammy Assed, Bert Shirley
Movlmento Estudiuntil Chicano de Aztlan

John Krist, David Proper, Bert Shirley,
Sammy Assed, AI Carrillo
The Arab Student Association

Annette Hazen

David Proper, Sammy Assed

Presidential Scholars

National Chicano Health Organization

VICE PRESIDENT

Joe Monge, llsye Kusntz, David Proper,
Tad Anderman, Roger Hollon

a
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David Proper, John Krist, Bert Shirley
Presidential Scholars

PRESIDENT:
John Schoeppner
VICE PRESIDENT:
Maureen Hickey
SENATORS:
John Krist
Kathy Montoya- write-in (RSA)
Please Vote Wednesda , A r/1 25

Maureen Hickey
-
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Campus Committee for Human Rights in Latin America
Estudiantes Por La Cultura
Gay and Lesbian Student Union
UNM Rainbow Coalition
Movimento Estundiuntil Chicano de Aztlan
The Arab Student Association
National Chicano Health Organization

TICKETS NOW AVAILABLE FOR
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Student Union Building (3)
~s~p

Nursing and Pharmacy Building
Anderson School of Management
Marron Hall
Mitchell Hall

Fat~ ~o~~~:ring
Johnson Gym

Paid for by ASUNM Election Commission
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April 25 - April 28
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20% off on all clothing
10% off an jewelry
$25 gift' certificate drawing each dav
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Free Wild Rose T·shirl
wllh a purchase of $50 ot more
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Sove on Spring & Summer Fosh10ns. Win Prizel & more ol
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Thursday
Aprll26
8:15

Wild Rose • 2950 C central SE • ~66·¢946

;

Saturday
MayS
8:15
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Subscnptron Senes Event*
By The Creators of Ewa & Cats

JOSEPH AND THE AMAZING
TECHNICOLOR DREAMCOAT
Subscnptron Serres Event*
Drrfct from Kennedy Center
Ed Metzger As

.au studentS,

ALBERT EINSTEIN

d!lldren ollld

THE PRACTICAL BOHEMIAN
Tuesday
May29
8:00

S20
$18,$14
UNM
Students
'lz Price
$12,
$10,$7

UNMf'KUity

llld staff

~en10r

cltiZ.,.

1h Pl'ke

Center For Contemporary Arts
Presents

LAURIE ANDERSON

Mastercard/VIsa Phone Orders Accepted on These Events.
$1.00 Service Charge per Ticket,

T~llf!ti'JIIIf'lllne

277•J 121

I'"!'~
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Caving and Climbing Offered

Restaurant

HOJO'S at 1-25 & Lomas

By Steve Johnson

EVERY WEDNESDAY

The Health, Physical Education
and Recreation Department will
offer two new specialized classes
next fall. TIJey are P.E. 1.93 - caving- and P.E. 193- technical
rock climbing. The courses will
count for two credits each.
Cy Stockhoff, coordinator of
UNM's Wilderness Experience
Program, said the classes arc being
offered because of the demand from
students who had taken the wilderness experience course.
Enrollment is limited to 20 students in each class and is on a firstcome, first-served basis. Stockhoff
said HPER hopes to offer two sec-

All You Can Eat
Clam or Fish Fry
$3.99
SEAFOOD SPECIAL
EVERY FRIDAY

$3.99
Also Featuring New Mexican Menu

FINE ARTS PERFORMANCES IN ...
~DANCE J----bMUSIC'J
~~-s.._._
*DALLET
*MODERN
*FLAMENCO
*BALLROOM
*JAZZ
*AEROBICS

•JAZZ ENSEMBLE
*SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
*COUNTRY WESTERN
*OPERA

*WOODWIND ENSEMBLE
*LIVE THEATRE
*CULINARY AND MARTIAL
*ARTS DEMONSTRATIONS!
SEE SCHEDULE OF EVENTS AT...
• N.M.UNlON INFO. BOOTH
• FINE ARTS BOX OFFICE

~~~(g~VID IE~--....

tions of each class in the spring of
1985, and a section of each is tentatively scheduled for the summer of
1985.
Each class will involve 16 hours
of classroom activity, including lectures and skills practice, and five
field trips, two of which will be
overnight. Participation in four of
the five trips is mandatory and there
is a $10 lab fee for each class.
The University will provide all
equipment needed but students are
expected to supply their own transportation Oil field trips, Stockhoff
said.
Jason Richards is the caving instructor. He has been caving since
1969 and is considered one of the
best and most qualified cavers in the
Southwest, said Stockhoff.
Ted Farmer, who has been rock
climbing for more than seven years,
will teach that class. Stockhoff said
Farmer is teaching the class in order
to develop the sport of rock climbing
in the Southwest.
There are five major cave types in
New Mexico, and the caving class
will take trips to four of them, including the Lava Caves ncar Grants,
limestone caves near Torreon and
Fort Stanton and the gypsum caves
in the Guadalupe Mountains.
Stockhoff said most of the caves
are within a 90-minute drive of
Albuquerque.
Students in the caving course will
learn conservation and safety; cave
terminology; cave search and rescue; basic rope work and knots;
geology; mineralogy and hydrology
of caves; and cave photography.

Stockhoff said everything will
take place in non-commercial caves,
meaning no guides or lights will be
available. Carlsbad Caverns is an
example of a commmercial cave.
Technical rock-climbing will involve boulder-climbing and technical climbing in the Sandias, an overnight trip in the Organ Mountains
and two other regional trips:
The goals of the climbing class
are to teach mountaineering terminology; free climbing; aid climbing;
equipment selection and care; basic
knots and rope work; and rappeling.
Also included will be belaying.
which involves protecting a lead
climber through a rope s11fety system, and bouldering, which involves hand and feet techniques but
no ropes,
Stockhoff said the basic idealogy
of the classes is to "inject adventure, confidence and challenge into
the student's life and to develop
leadership skills and trust in
others.''
The caving course is listed in the
fall schedule but climbing is not. lt
will be induded in the new course
listings in the registration center.
Interested students can contact
Stockhoff at 277-6421 or visit his
office, Johnson Gym Room 170.

Spring Fun Run
Held Saturday

UNM Leisure Services will sponsor its Seventh Annual Spring Lite
Run at 10 a.m. Saturday at UNM's
North Golf Course. The entry fee for
the three-mile run is $4 until Friday
and $5 the day of the run.
Entry forms can be picked up
1 - - - EXCLUSIVE - - - - 1 from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. in Johnson
Gym Room 230. Free T-shirts wnl
IOiilldSII
be given to the first 375 entrants, and
I----INTERVIEW - - - I prizes
will be awarded in several age
categories for both men and women.
For more information, call 277-

HCAC Golf Championships Begin at South Course
By John Moreno
The High Country Athletic Conference Golf Championship begins
today at the University of New Mexico South Golf Course and runs
through Friday.
The three-day tournament was
originally scheduled at Colorado
State University, but 10 inches of
snow feU on Fort Collins, Colo.,
over the weekend, causing the the
move to Albuquerque.

By John Moreno
Baseball immortal Branch Rickey
used to say that speed was the great
eraser. But Tuesday night in Honolulu, the University of Hawaii
baseball team didn't need speed to
beat the Lobos.
University of New Mexico lefthander Kevin Andersh walked eight
Rainbow batters as UNM dropped
the front end of a Western Athletic
Conference double-header, 4-2,
even though they outhit the Rainbows, 7-3.
Hawaii scored first in the second
inning when Todd Crosby walked
and advanced to third on a passed
ball and wild pitch. He then scored
on a groundout.
The Rainbows added two more
runs in the third inning on four walks
and a single. The Lobos finally
scored in the fifth inning when Bret
Davis singled, advanced to third on
a double by Rob Hicks and scored on
Jay Slotnick's ground ball.
Hawaii added another run in the

·C·S·\Y·
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LEISURE SERVICES SCOREBOARD
Room 230, Johnson Gym Phone 277-5151
Men's &
Women's Events*
Putt Putt Doubles

Manager
Participant Meeting
Wed. April 25, 1984

Co·Rec Events*
Fun Swim Meet

Wed. April25, 1984

*All Men's, Women's and Co-Ree entries are due at
the MANDATORY Manager:Participant Meetings
held at 4:15 p.m. in room 154 of Johnson Gym.

FINAL CO-REC A-TEAM
VOLLEYBALL POLL
1. Punch Bowl Spikers
2. Force
3. BJ and Company
4. Network

0Wrlteln

Tad Anderman

GETAWAY SPECIAL EVENTS
Spring Lite Run
Saturday, April 28, 1984

ASUNM Senate

Come chase the rabbit at the 7th Annual Spring Lite
Run on Saturday, April 28. The three-mile run,
sponsored by Leisure Services and Lite Beer from
Miller, will begin at the UNM North Golf Course at
10:00 a.m. T-shirts will be given to the first 375
people who register and prizes will be awarded to
the 1st, 2nd and 3rd place finishers in each age
category, both men and women. Register in the
Leisure Services Office, Room 230 in Johnson Gym.
$4.00 entry fee before Friday , April 27 at 5:00 p.m.
Late registration Will be held on the service road
west oft he golf course the day ofthe run, $5.00 entry
fee.

Vote for
Positive Change
Through

1.
2.

3.
4.

FINAL CO·REC B·TEAM
VOLLEYBALL POLL
Irish Setters
5. Scrubs
B&B
6. Calculated Risk
UNM Rads
7. Medical Records
Serious
8. Hooters

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS
The UNM Leisure Services Program would like to
thank all students, faculty and staff for their parti·
cipation in and enthusiastic support of this year's
program. Have a wonderful summer and we hope to
see you next year!!!

(Nixon and Ford Administrations)
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with this coupon and the Purchase
of a Hamburger ($1.30 or more)
a .55¢ savings
with eoupon e•plre• 5·1·84

Frontier Re•taurant

speak on
Perceptions"
Thurs., April 26th, 1984,
3:30pm
in Education 101.

You and your guests
are cordially invited
to a

11

TGIM

The first annual Wheelchair Fun Race, sponsored
by UNM Leisure Services and Lite Beer from Miller,
will be held Sunday, May 6. The one-half mile and
two mile races will begin at the Wheelchair Sports
Course which is located on the northwest side of
Johnson Gym on the UNM Campus. Participants
will compete in categories A, B or C. T·shirts and
prizes will be awarded! For more information,
please contact the Leisure Servh::es Office, 277·
4347.

FREE French Fries

Francine Neff

3. Hard Work

\1rs. Neff is pr!'sE'ntly corp. director
for Hershey Food and E Systems.
both Fortun!' soo C<lmpanies. She I~

(Thank Goodness It's Monday!?)

PARTY
for

'POI1SOrf'd by Delta Sigma Pl. prolf'S·
Gion:tl huGin"" lratPrnitv.
:·: =·= :.: :-: :-: :-::-: :-::·: :·:
~

CHRISTIAN EASY
candidate for

METROPOLITAN COURT JUOGE

DMSIONI

I
I1
1
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Monday • April 30 • 5 to 8 pm
Sheraton Old Town Inn
hors d'ouvres • tll$h bllr
live muSic bY New West
S1 5 per person
PAID ~OR BV COMMITTEE TO ELECT CHiliSTIIIN EABV, MARIA RODRIGUEZ.
TREASURER PRINTED llV JUAN TABO BUDGET PRINTii~G
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Hear
former Treasurer
of the United States,

1. Competence
2. Dedication

Wheelchair Fun Race
Sunday, May 6. 1984

team is ranked fourth in the nation in
the National Collegiate Athletic
Association's February poll. A new
poll is due out this week.
Berry expects stiff competition
from BYU. Dl.lring the season,
however, the two teams met five
times, with the Lobos winning four
times and tying once.
But Berry is taking nothing for
granted. She is also wary of the
Roadrunners. "We can't overlook
New Mexico State. Their team is

Rainbows Walk Around New Mexico

Slqtllfl I.

lilfSI ISSR 1111 SI· 58

The change suits Lobo Head
Coach Barbara Berry just fine.
"You bet. I'm always glad to play at
home,'' she said. Berry said the
Lobos' chances of repeating as conference champs are "very good."
!he five teams competing arc:
Bngham Young University, CSU,
New Mexico State, Air Force
Academy and UNM.
UNM has finished in the top five
or six in every tournament it has
entered this year, Berry said. The
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fifth when Greg Vasquez walked,
was moved to second on Cano Garcia's sacrifice and scored on a single
by Peter Ho.
The Lobos threatened in the
seventh. Davis singled and Hicks
reached on an infield error by Garcia. Glenn Russell. then singled
Davis home. Rainbow starter Mike
Campbell was replaced by Ross
Hayashi, who promptly walked
Slotnick to load the bases.

coming <Jn." NMSU beat the Lobos
in Tucson at the Lady Wildcat Invitational earlier this season.
UNM will field a team of Kristi
Arrington, Carolyn Barnett, Sharon
Hadley, Theresa. Shreck and Debbie
Wright, who is now ranked fourth in
the nation. The top four scores in
each of the three rounds will be
counted.
Barnett re-injured a knee last
week at the Lady Sun Devil invite in
Phoenix but has received a doctor's
OK to play, Berry said.
Both Arrington and Schreck were

But Hayashi got Scott Hoover on
a fly to left and then struck out Jim
Logan to save the victory for the
Rainbows and Campbell, who
raised his record to 7-4. Andersh,
relieved by Ben Froemming with
one out in the sixth, dropped to 3-5,
The nightcap started as the Daily
Lobo went to press. The Lobos close
out the four-game series tonight.
They lost the first game, 3-0, Monday night.

named all-conference last year, and
Schreck, ranked lOth in the nation,
has finished second in three major
tournaments this year, Berry said.
ln last year's tournament, UNM
beat runner-up BYU by 16 strokes.
Dana Howe, now an assistant coach
for the Lobos, finished first, and
Arrington took third place in a sudden-death playoff with Cougar Kelli
Antolock, who also returns this
year,
Schreck finished fifth and Wright
ninth last year.

John
Schoeppner
for ASUNM President

Nothing Else Feels Like Navy Flying.

"The thunderous roar
making authority and
management responof jet engines rolls
across the carrier's
sibility you have as an
flight deck.
officer in the Navy.
On the ground, as
Throttles are at
full power, and you're
a Navy officer, you
waiting for the signal
work with and supervise
today's most highly
to launch.
skilled aviation professionals. In the air,
Now. The catapult fires. G forces
press you back into your seat. Suddenly,
as part of the naval aviation team, you
you're flying low and fast over the open
have about the most exciting job anyone
can have.
sea. Zero to 150 in 2.5 seconds.
Nothing else feels like Navy flying.
It's a uniquely rewarding job with
Nothing. And when you become a pilot or pay to match. You start at $18,300 a year
flight officer you're at the very heart of it. -more than the average corporation
Once you've earned your wings,
pays you just out of college. After four
the Navy puts you in full control of a multi· years, with regular Navy promotions
million-dollar supersophisticated
and pay increases, your annual salary
combination of jet aircraft and electronic climbs to $31,100. That's over and above
wizardry.
a full package of benefits and privileges.
Find out how much more a job in
And Navy training makes sure
you're up to the challenge. Rigorous flight naval aviation has to offer. Fill in the
training gives you the
coupon. No other job
NAVY OPPORTUNITY
T ·f.l>
navigation, aerodynamgives you the kind of
INFORMATION l'ENTER
I
I P.O Box 5000. Cliftt>n. :-<J 07015
ics and other techni·
leadership experience
cal know-how you need. I : : Ploa~o send m~ mor<'informat10rt about bccom· I or fast responsibility
ill I! a mcmb~r of th~ Naval A\•iation 'Ito am. r0A I I
Leadership and
you get as part of the
I Name--~----~~~~--~----F1t!l.it
1Pi£·ASE' Prmtl
LA5t
professional schooling
naval aviation team.
1 Addtt'S!iil
1 And
Apt.~----~prepare you for the
nothing else feels
1
Ct)
Stat~
Zip
I
immediate decisionlike Navy flying.
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Navy Officers
Get Responsibility Fast.

J'af'l' 12, New Mexico Daily Loho, April 25, l9H4
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l.as N otic las
I U liS TURN another way in ASUNM. Write in
"anuny Am\! for ASUNM Senate.
4/2'
U<J<iER IIOI.TQN FOR ASUNM Smator. Position

2

4rn

~RITt: IN JOHN

Krist for ASUNM Senate.
4125
If YOU SU~PORT mor~ purkina, lower foocl pri~es,
II" mcrcase m tutt!on, etght week class drop period,
then wnte mSammy Assed for ASUNM Senate.
412,
<;UORTFUS}; - STUDENT
DANCE
concert
Jhur~ .• Fri., and Sat., April 26, 27, 28, 8:00 p.m.
hpenmentnl Theatre. $2 admission. Don't miss
l~tcse original and varied choreographic works. 4127
!}"YOU Sll~POJ_(T more parking, lower food prices,
no mnense 10 tutllon, eight week cla1s drop period,
then wnte m Sammy Assed for ASUNM Senate.
4/2,
<iUADAI,AJARA SUMMER SF.'iSION students•
Important orientation meeting tonight, 7:30 at th~
lmernatiomtl Center, 1808 Las Lomas NE.
4/Z'
tU US TURN another way in ASUNM. Write In
'iammy Assed fpr ASUNM Senate.
412'
If" YOll SlJPl'ORT more parking, lower food prices,
nn increase In tuition, eight week class drop period,
rhen write in Sammy Assed for ASUNM Sen at~.
4125
WRITt; IN JOliN Krist for ASUNM Senate.
4/25
WRIU: IN SAMMY Assed for ASUNM Senate. It
wtll he appreciated.
4125
\\iun: IN JOHN Krist for ASUNM Senate. 4/2S
LKf l;s TliRN another way In ASUNM. Write in
'i;mtm~ ,\1scd for ASlfNM Senate.
412S
.~RITf)N JOliN Krist for ASUNM Senate.
4/2S
WRITE IN i>AMMY Assed for ASUNM Senate. It
"ill hr appreciated,
4t2S
4/2~
:WRlrJi.IN JOliN Krist fnr ASllNM Senate
ll~o\ RE('OM!\U:NDS KATIIV Montoya as write· in
••ll'd~<l•te fur ASUNM Senate.
4125
~~l!hNOIIN Krist for ASUNMSenate.
4t2S
11.1 <;,<;. Hf:IGIITS URANTJA Group of Study Is
1o1, """" ")''"· for more information call298·8042.
4/27
4/2S
WRifF IN Jt:H Walden, ASUNM Senate.
Jj:" 'rOl;VPPORT more parking, lower food prices,
r1r• ;~:, rea',. m tuitic>n, eight week da1s drop period,
tttcP ""tc m Sammy As sed fllr ASI.'NM Senate.
4125
"'"-ffi"f AMt:RI('ANS: SOlJTfiWEST Student
( ,•aht••n \.'NM has endorsed Schoeppner, Prcsient;
llt·k~). V"e President; und llurt Shirley, Senate
WtJtC·m Nattve Amertcans shuw your supJ'('rt!.
4125
WRin: IN K-\TIIY Montoya ASUNM Senate. 4l2~
Wruft-: IN TIM Dams, ASUNM Senate.
4 125
WRITE IN SAMMY Amd for ASUNM Sen~te. It
wth he appre"ated.
412~
WRIIE IN JOHN Kri~t for ASUNM Senate.
4125
RAY RODRIGlJt:Z MEMORIAJ,. Scholarship Run
Apnl 29, 2 p m. New Mexico Highlands University.
htr more mro. cull 265·9755 or 266-9380. Trans.
n\atlnbtc.
41 ZS
WRITE IN JOliN Krist for ASUNM Senate.
412.S
JOIN TilE SOCJt:TY of Professional Journalist~ to
heM Dill Hume, Alb. Journal reporter for the
Mnr~hiondo tibel Tnal, Wednesday at 1 p.m. at the
Marriott. For more info, phone 298-4981. See you
there!.
4125
RON PACIIt:co ASUNM President.
4/26
CSW IS IIEREI OnlySI.SO. Available in 131 Marron
Hall, UNM llookstore and lor:nl bookstores around
campus. Buy one two ... NOW!.
SIS
WRITE IN JOliN Krht for ASUNM Senate.
4125
LET US WRN another way in ASUNM. Write In
Sammy Asscd for ASUNM Senate.
412S
WRITE IN JOliN Krist for ASUNM Senate.
4/2S
('LUB7 MEETING? EVENI1 Advertise In Las
Noticias. Onl)l 10 cents per word per issue for UNM
..tcpartments and orMnnizattonl,
tin

be dose Onv.ard tn Mos(OW and a private
party! l.O\C -- But~h.
412S
J, TJU:E I Love. Senator.
4125
J. TUE•: PLt:ASES me in a hundred ways Senator,
4125
KJ.O ANI) IRV Congratulator-s on your baby girl.
Kayla ts a bcuutiful n~mc. ("b.
4/27

Food/Fun
JAZZ ALLIANCE! UVEI Tonltel Eu·Can Bowl and
Lounge. Eubank at Candelaria~ r;:o cover.
4125

Services
TYPING.
FAST,
ACCIJRATE, affordable.
Extensive experience. 299·1105.
517
VOLVO REPAIR. REASONABLE, reliable,
517
guaranteed. Mike. 242·4826.
NEW AEROBICS CLASSES now forming at the Rio
Orande Yacht and Spl)rting Club. Spa facilities in·
eluded, CaU ~tnd come in for ll free class. ~43·9590.
5/2
ACULEX WORD PROCESSING: Theses dissertations, term papers, resumes, graphics. 8JJ.jl81.
4127
W~IGHT·LOSS/EATING problem groups and
indtvidual therapy. Contact Dr. Ooodlive, 110 Vassar
SE, 256-1553.
4/27
RESUMES, DISSERTATIONS, TIIESIS word
processing- data base management reports. 2654274.
4121
WORD PROCF.SSING HIGHEST quality dissertations, theses, reports, resumes. Editing, spcillng.
822·0342.
4/27
NEW AGE WORD processing senices, term papers,
theses, dissertations. Free editing. Hoffmantown
Shopping Center (rear). Call298·6006.
4/27
TYPING ON WORD Procr. Pick-up and deliver,
345·1169.
4125
TYPING/WORI) PROCESSING. Letter-quality
printer. Competitive rates. Eves: 831·5888
517
"n'PING (IBM] 51/page. 843·9137.
$11
IJORSEBACK RIDING LESSONS, English and
Western, beginner to advanced. reasonable rates.
517
Jeanette, 822·8473.
DO YOU KNOW what you want to do after college?
.Precise sYst~m supported by computer Information
for career planning. Interview, testing, and analyzing
the result! to relate 10 possible careers. New Mexico
Test and Evaluation Ccntrr, 600 Chama NE, 265·
6451.
4125
TUTORING- MATHEMATICS, STATISTICS,
French -!11a,ter~ dcgrecd instru>tor. Reasonable.
266-4247 evenings.
4/30
512
TYPING:$! PERpage.243·5146.
TYPING, TERI\l PAPERS, Reasonable rates. 299·
1240.
4/27
TYPING: RESEARCH PAPERS, theses, dimr•
lations, charts, graphs In my home. The Other Office
884·6564.
4/27
80 CENTS/PAGE, De greed typist. 344-3345
S/7
UNUSUAL GIFT! POEMS to order! Bordered
parchment paper. Prime Rhym.,, 6112 Harmony
Lane NW, Albuquerque, Nl\187107. Tel. 291·3924.
4/27
PROFESSIONAL TYPING, MARY 881·1724 days,
26S·I088 evenings.
4/30
TilE WORD MILL: Six years professional typing,
517
editing. Ens)ish MA. NeatUNM. 256-0916.
TYPING NEAR UNM Fast, accurate. Call Stephanie
247·3519.
4/27
PIANO LESSONS: At.L ages, levels. Call Laura

Ron

Pacheco
President

A Pro~·en leader."For a Change

Kramer 265·1352.
)II
TYPIST: TERM PAPERS ecsmee 299·8970.
512
PROFESSIONAL TYPING, TJIESES, Reports.
lllM. Campus pickup/delivery. 281·2913.
517
MARC'S GUITAR CENTER Quality lessons, sales,
rentals and repairs. 143 Harvard SE. 26S·331S.
tfn
SOFT CONTACT LENSES are now very reasonable
for everything! Call - Make appointment. Doctor
Eye Clinic, across from LaBelies, 5019 Menaut NE.
888-4778.
tfn
CONTACTS·POLISIJING, SOUJTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lllmas just west ofW ashington.
tfn
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOIJT con·
traception, sterilization, abortion. Right To Choose,
294-0171.
tfn
PRWNANCY TESTING 6< counsilng. Phone 247·
~~~

~~

Housing
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. Summer .and
possibly fall semesters. Two bedroom apartment.
$145 pius v, utilities. Call Anne, 266-0183.
517
FURNISHED, QUIET, NICE 1 BR garden condo,
fully carpeted, walk·in closets, swimmi11g pool, in
front of golf course, utilities paid. $270 a month,
$150 deposit. Rent from May 12-Aug 16. No
chlldr~n. no pets. Call242·4402 after 3 p.m.
4/27
}'EMALE ROOMMATE NEED};D, Two bedroom
duplex. North Valley area. 89"7·1850 after 6 p.m.
412S
1WO BEDROOM HOUSE with glassed-in porches
to sublet Cor summer. Four blocks from campus.
Rent negotiable. 255·8066.
4130
LIVE OFF·CAMPUS and never hunt a parking place
again! Walk to dass easily and enjoy our efficiency,
one, or two bedroom apartments. Lease now for
summer das1c1. Four seasons, 120 Cornell SE, 266·
0011.
4/27
SHARE THREE BEDROOM house, $133, lf1
utihties. Availal;lle 5r I 243-4298 after S p.m.
412.7
Ft:MAu: NONSMOKER NF.t:DED to share adobe
on campus with students. Furnished bedroom,
laundry facilities. All utilities paid, $195/mo. 242·
6678.
4/27
SUBtET ROOM FOR summer CHEAP RENT. A
walk from UNM. May 14-Aug.J5. Call268·1107.
4/27
CJIEAP RENT. RESPONSWI.E female roommate
willing to put one bill in name. Close to UNM. Call
268·1107.
4/27
Nt:W TWO BEDROOM, no pets, $370 month,
washer, dryer hookup, Chellwood Menaul area. 292SllO, 345-6326.
4/26
Til REt: JfOUSt:.S f"Oit sale in UNM area. $68,000 in
Nob H1ll. $87,000 and $133,000 in "Pill Hill." Call
Eileen Murphy 266·2042 or at Hooten Stah1881·7470.
4/2S
ROOMIIIATE SEt:KERS: WANT to share housing
costs? C'ompanlonship? Check our files for a com·
patible roommate. Z96-0729.
517
THE CITADEl.: SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, S270 to $370. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243·2494. tfn
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Oirard
N.E., $230/mo., for one person, $2.50/mo. for :z
persons, all utilities paid, SI?S security deposit. Fully
furnished·security locks and laundry facilities. No
children or pets, Please call before 6:00 in the
evening, 266-8392.
tfn
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TODAY!!!
Stop waiting till tomorrow.
2312 Central SE

Personals
''TOO COOL" ORAD. Ouod lu~k with your VCR.
Hope.
4,1~
TO l'tn' NELI.IE soulmate- Thanks for ~hating
and taring. I <an not say goodbye to you - we'll

THAI DOUSE
The Only Thai Resta11raut In TO"\VU

Need Some Extra Money?
Wani to fly to New York City
for a few nights e11penses pgfr/1
•I ooM corr.eono to hO-~P<f'•VC a U·Ha~1 trucll to Altu
QUC1QUe

• leav:ng lot NYC 511. Wltl tt!um by 5 20 approx
• C.onlacl B Clarl< 7601 17 L~:nas NE
Alb, NM 87110 !lOOn or ca:t
betwe"" 8 45pm & \1pm d3•!y tcrJyl
oruM212~9686

106 Buena Vista SE
(Across frmn l!Nl\1, behind 31 Flavors)

NOW OPEN

11-2 Lunch
Monday-Saturday

5:30-9 Dinner
247-9205

• Si!rtous arid capaiJI<! only plt'a..,

3409 Central ~E
Mon-Sat 10-6
166-1876

BUI'I'lLO

Buffalo Traders
and
The Wilderness Centre

(Our Sister Store) are the
New Whitewater Shops in
Town. We Stock a Complete
Line of Gear, So For Your
Boating Needs, Come See Usl!!

For Sale
l.ARGE POLARGUARD SLEEPING bag. Semi
mummy bag. Women'! winter coat and jacket.
Guitar. Call266·3719.
4/26
EIGHT !IIONTil OLD Filly. Great childs horse. 822·
8473.
4121
WEIGHT BENCH 510, Squat rack SIS, Sears 10·
speed $50. Olympia portable typewriter SZS. 266·
6178, Steve.
4127
'71 VW SUPER beetle. Very clean. Runs great. $1650
or best offer. 256·3610.
517
COMPIJTER DISKETTES 5 1A" JM/Maxell from
$2.50/dsk. Free delivery to UNM campus w/mfti.
purchase. Fundamentals 268·2227 day/eve.
4125
TUE ORIGINAL 94 Rock Van, custom 78 Ford.
Make the opposite sex think you're a famous 94 Rock
Jock. $3200. 836·0389.
4126
84 SOLOFLE" ONLY three months old. Excellent
condition. Must sell. $525 o.b.o. Call aCter 5:30p.m.
Ask for Mike. 898·4384.
4/25
1976 DATSUN Bl)O two door, good condition.
$1800. 88J.6967.
517
1973 IIONDA 750·4. Excellent condition, low
mileage, garage kept, vetter ple~ifairiog 4 into I pipe
custom seat. Priced to sell, $8SO. 298·1553.
4125
'71 CHEVY PICK-UP PS Pll stereo in good con·
dition. $1400 or offer. Call after 5 p.m. 881-7096.
4/30
HONDA EXPRESS II motorbike 377 actual mileage.
$400 negotiable. Phone: 345-4231.
4126
BANK AND OLUFSON turn-table, receiver, and
speakers. $900 or best offer. 277·8936 (mornings) or
842·4074 evenings. Ask for Bob.
4125
CAFE RACER 1981 Moto Ouzzi Monza SOO~c, 4080
miles, practically new. $2500 or best offer Cmuke
one)! Mark, 268-1475.
4.127
VIOEO TERMINAL. NEW $1600, sell S800.
Hazeltine model 80 VT -· 100 Emulator. Works lln
VSPC UNIX and VMS. Tom 822·8108,
4125
CLASSIFIEDS WORKI SELL your bicycle, stamp
collection or whilt·have·you In the New Mexico Daily
Lobo classified advertisements.
tfn

Employment
COUNSELORS NEEDED FOR camp mvir,g
persons with dilabtlitic~. July 9·August 17. Rollm,
board, salary. Call Cai888·38JI.
4126
WANTED:
ENTIIUSIASTIC
COCKTAIL
waitresm. Must be 21 yrs or older. Apply at Senior
Buckets today. 4100 San Mateo.
4127
LU'E GUARDS NEEDED for summer at UNM
Pools. $3.50/hr - 40 hour work week. Dates: Ma)
14·July 29. Contact pool manager 277·2SI2 or 217·
6181. ASAP.
S!7
SUMMER JOBS I OPEN INS in Albuq. and Santa Fe.
4127
Apply before final~l266·7888.
ACTIVISTS EARN SIOO·S150tweek fighting for
social justice. Call ACORN, 247·9792 before I p,m.
517

DRIVERS NEEDED FOR Progressive Citiz.ens
Organization. Evening work; reliable, car necessary.
4,27
Call247·9792.
GOVERNMENT JOBS. SI6,559-S50,5SJ/year. Now
hiring. Your area. Caii1·80S·687·6000 Ext. R·9786.
4125

PART•TIMf; JOB afternoons and evening. Must be
21 ye!lrs old. Must be able to work Friday and
Saturday nights. Apply in person, no phone calls
please. Savew!ly liquor store at 5704 Lomas Blvd.
~17

NE.

APPLICATIONS BEING TAKEN for position at
the Girl Scout Summer Camp in the Jeme~ Moun.
tains. Need nur,1e, riding staff, counselors, and
kitchen aides. Ca11243·9581.
4130
W/S NOT NECESSARY- Noon-1:00, M·F
Receptionist at KNME-TV. Call Jean, 277·1224.
4127
WORK STUDY NEEDED for student advisement at
Kirtland AFB. Must have own transportation and be
available several hours every Monday, Wedn, and
Friday. Call Sharon at 277-7743, 84(>.4972. Group II
Position.
4127
CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE WANTED for local
Whitewater Rafting Company. Good pay plus free
4125
trips. Ca111·800·222·RAFT.
PART-TIME HOURLY wage plus bonus, taking
orders for KZIA Radio gift book - day and evening
shiCts a~allable. Delivery people needed also - apply
from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. I J7 Richmond NE, Suite B or
call266.9415.
4/27
AI.ASKAN SUMMER JOBS: For information send
S.A.S.E. to Alaskan Jobs, Box 40235, Tucson,
4t2.5
Arizona85717.
THOUSANDS OF JOBS; We can instantly expose
your resume to thousands of employers throughout
the U.s. and th~ world through our ~omputcrizcd
employment data·bank. ARS, 9301 Indian School
Rd. NE. 296-0729.
~17
AIRLINF.S IJJIUN(;, $14-539,0001 Ste\\ardesses,
reserntionist! Worldwide! Call for suide, directory,
newsletter. 1·916·944·4444 xNev.MexicoAir.
4 ;p

Travel
A BACKPACK OR is it a suitca1e1 See for yourself at
The Outdopr Store and make vagabonding through
F.urope easier this summer. New shipment. good
selection. Candelaria and Wyomtng.
~ ~
};UROPEI
f"ROM S5S9
Roundtrip atr
(DallasiFrankfurt), SJ?O 2m~ EtRAll.PASS.
hotels. rainbov. tours 713 •524·2727.
4 26
NEED TICKt:Ts fOR summer ttn\d plans? Call an
expert tra,·el agent for free nssistance' Jennie, 34~.
6951.
4 2~
NEED SOMEONE TO drive Datsun PU to Newark,
NJ mid· May and tor drive back mid ·Ausust 2~~·
8066.
4 '30
I NEED A ride! North ldahll. Spokane. Washington
area.344·6949tJ44·1115, Tim.
4 2'

Lost&Found
tOST: WOMF.NS J.D. t>racelct. Gold v.tth name
4 127
HOPE. Reward. Call898·231S or293·5398<
CLAIM YOIJR LOST possessions at Campus Police
8:00a.m. to 4;00 p.m. daily.
tfn

Miscellaneous
CANNOT AFFORD INSURANCE? There arc many
dtscounts available to UNM personneland swdcnts.
Inquire about affordable and reputable r:nr,
homeowners, life, and health insurance. No pressure
llr pushy sales pitch. Ask for John at 292·0511 (days
and evenings),
4130

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

55 Range unit
59 - numerals
1 N.V.C.
63 Encourage
street
64 Fresh start:
5 Scorches
2wds.
10 Dowels
66 Peddle
14 US author
67 Card wool
15Siave
68 Angered
16 Bearing: Her. 69 Dolls
17 "Enough!": 70Chemical
3wds.
compound
19 Air
71 Quantity
20 Ornament
21 Sludge
DOWN
23 Auto pioneer 1 Electric
25 Dreaded one
unit
26 Motives
2 Turkish VIP
30 Vancouver or 3 Meadows
Staten
4 Releases:
34 Fry lightly
2wds.
35 Church area
s37- gin
play:
38 Sass
Easy
39 Side roads
6loki's
42Give-daughter
whirl
7"And43 Pegasus star
well"
45 Speech part
8 Calgary
46 "The OldStampede,
Bucket"
e.g.
48 Exclusive
9 More boring
50 Acrobats
10 Saddle parts
52 Average
11 Sandusky•s
54 Quick look
lake

TUESDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

t..;...t;~...t.S:;..J

NEWS

12 Valley
13 Remitted
18 Rose up
22 US tax gp.
24 Former def.
org.
26 land bodies
27 State
28 Eye part
29 Stream
31 Similar
32 Memo maker
33 College VIPs
36 i1me of day
40 Intermission

RETAR

41 Gets serious
44 Carrots' kin
47 Minerals
49 Rollaway
51 lower
53 Mr. Standish
55 Necessity
56 Mountain:
pref.
57 Hideous
58 Undiluted
60 Weight: pref.
61 Article
62 Grant
65 Enzyme: suff.

